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Sectoral growth
The UK cruise sector registered growth of 9.9 per cent in 2015; highest
growth amongst all major European markets
River cruise growth

UK ocean cruise growth
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Current cruise holiday preferences
Consumer sentiments towards cruise change as companies adapt
their offerings
Popularity of cruise holidays

Consumer perceptions about
cruise holidays

3rd most preferred holiday type

Great way of seeing
multiple locations

48%

32% of consumers planning a
Luxury holiday

Alternative to allinclusive holidays

cruise holiday

26%

24%

Preference for different cruise
products
37%

Value for money

20%

35%

30%

27%

27%
20%
9%

Not their kind of
holiday

19%

Source: BTA survey 2016
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How is consumer behavior is changing
People are interacting with brands in new ways as digital technologies
such as smart devices continue to change behavior
In retail younger consumers are much more likely to browse and pay on their mobile phones
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In
travel
One in ten under 44 year-olds use smartphones and nearly a quarter use tablets to book their holidays
Device for making the final booking for last holiday
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Source: Deloitte Global Mobile Consumer survey 2016, BTA Travel Vision 2015 data
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Changing face of travel and leisure
Consumer mentality towards discretionary spending positive but
younger consumers might have less to spend in the future

Consumer mind set

Demographic changes

• From live-to-work to
work-to-live mentality
• Increased discretionary
spending and more on
holidays
• Spending on experience
gains priority
• Leisure sector gets 1.5x
spending of
discretionary retail

• Average income for 22-30year-old 8% lower than in
2008
• Spending rather than
savings – 1.6x more likely to
have no investments
• Young increase spending on
leisure
• Changing spending patterns
could impact travel in the
future

Technology and experience

• Connected, social traveller
• End-to-end travel solutions
• Authentic and experiential
offerings
Source: Passion for Leisure: A view of the UK leisure consumer, Deloitte; Institute for Fiscal Studies, Facebook survey
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Cruise consumer of tomorrow
The cruise consumer of tomorrow is looking for unique, customised and
authentic cruising experiences heightened by digital connectivity
New & personalised
packages

The connected cruiser
• Mobile phone access and
Wi-Fi zones
• Automated services
• Smart payment
solutions
• IoT enabled services

•

Smaller cruise
ships

19
%

•

More activities
on board

19
%

•

Ability to travel
with likeminded
individuals

•

More
personalised
service

First time cruisers

33%

of UK passengers
were first time cruisers in
2015

18
%
17
%

42%
Multi-generational cruising
• 1.5 million households with 3+
generations expected to grow to
2.5 million by 2025

of adults who
holiday abroad and have
never taken a cruise say
they would be tempted to
take one
Experiential cruising
• 31% of respondents
looking for more unique,
interesting or hard-toreach destinations

Source: Amadeus UK cruise consumer insight 2015, CLIA, factiva
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• Authentic local dining
experience
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Cruising the new way
The new cruise line offers aim at more holistic and meaningful holiday
experience with activities and entertainment for all generations
• 32% of respondents do not
agree that cruises seem
‘young, fresh and appealing’

• Need to show there is a cruise
for every consumer

• Capitalising on image
of luxury by offering
add-on services

Changing
the
perception
of cruises
Rising
demand for
luxury

• 59% of online consumers think
it is difficult to research and
book a cruise holiday online
• 51% of UK adults say they are
Connecting
with the new
interested in personalised
consumer
holiday products or services

Ethical
cruising

• Role of CSR strategy in
cruise decision making

Brand
collaborations

• Collaborations with brands
that are relevant to new
consumers to reinvigorate
the image of cruises

Source: CLIA Cruise industry outlook 2016; factiva; Made-to-order: The rise of mass personalization, Deloitte 2015
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Key takeaways

• Substantial growth in recent years

•

The industry needs to highlight there is a
cruise for every type of consumer

•

The cruise consumers of tomorrow don’t
want to be off-line – Need to invest in
technology now

• More focus on technology, not just
among the young

•

• The financial circumstances of the
younger generations mean they
might have different spending
patterns

Multi generational will be increasingly
important which the industry needs to
cater for

•

Consumers also want personalized and
local holiday experiences

• Perceptions among current consumers is
positive
• However, consumer behavior is changing:
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